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for Edbak. A big part of the reason for its success is…well, how large it is.
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This unit is built to handle those 42 inch to 85 inch screens, up to 80 kilos of display. These are
the sorts of screens you use to build impressive, room-filling and lobby-filling video walls.

While large itself, the VWPOP85 universal video wall mount weighs only 14kg. It is designed
and manufactured in Europe and carries all the leading certifications, including TUV Rhineland.
It is fully VESA compliant.

With size and certifications on its resume, it needed only one more quality to move it up to a
best-in-class mounting solution: a patented one-touch pop-out mechanism for access and
service to each display in the video wall.
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The patented Fast Release Pop-out mechanism in the VWPOP design makes it easy to deliver
recessed multi-screen installations. The simple one touch “pop out” mechanism allows full
extension of the display—it swings out of the video wall where access and servicing can be
performed quickly and safely.

Pull it out when you need to adjust (tilt from 0-28° or adjust height 85-270mm) or for varying
display weights as well as safe and controlled extension. Tool-less micro- adjustment is
included for alignment of the displays. Precision-dedicated spacers eliminate requirements for
on-site calculations and measurements, letting integrators create that seamless look that is
coveted in the video wall business.

The special mechanism can be temporarily disabled with a security locking screw to prevent
any unintentional pop-outs.

Based in central Europe, in Poland, Edbak is a complete in-region supplier, one with in-house
design, engineering, manufacturing, warehousing and logistics that make it a rare one-stop
shop inside European territory.

Edbak says its long history of close partnership with the installer community means the best
interests of the installer, both for installation and service, were integrated into the product’s
design.

While the pop-out system is the most popular feature, it is also its ability to carry the Big
Screens that makes the VWPOP85 an over-sized success with integrators.

The VWPOP85 will be on display, along with other Edbak innovations in mounting solutions,
trolleys, stands and kiosks, at ISE 2017.

Go Edbak VWPOP85
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http://edbakproav.com/en/

